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The Treatise on Invertebrate Paleontology is a definitive work completed by more than 
300 authors in the field of Paleontology, covering all categories of invertebrate animals. The 
digital version for the Treatise is consisted of multiple PDF files, however, these files are just a 
clone of paper version and are not well formatted, which makes it hard to extract structured data 
using only straightforward methods. In order to make fossil and extant records in the Treatise 
organized and searchable from a web interface, a digital library which is called Invertebrate 
Paleontology Knowledgebase (IPKB) was built for information sharing and querying in the 
Treatise. It is consisted of a database which stores records of all fossils and extant invertebrate 
animals, and a web interface which provides an online access.  
 
The existing IPKB system provides a general framework for the Treatise’s information 
showing and searching, however, it has very limited search functions, only allowing users 
querying by pure text. Details of structural properties in the fossil descriptions are not carefully 
taken into consideration. Moreover, sometimes users cannot provide correct and rich enough 
query terms. Although authors of the Treatise are all paleontologists, the expected users of IPKB 
may not be that professional. 
 
In order to overcome this limitation and bring more powerful search features into the 
IPKB system, in this thesis, we present a content-based search function, which allow users to 
search using textual ontology descriptions and images of fossils. First, this thesis describes the 
work done by previous research on IPKB system. Except for the original text and image 
processing approaches, we also present our new efforts on improving these original methods. 
Second, this thesis presents the algorithm and approach adopted in the construction of content-
v 
 
based search system for IPKB. The search functions in the old IPKB system did not consider 
the differences among morphological details of certain regions of fossils. Three major parts are 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
 
1.1  Introduction to the Treatise on Invertebrate Paleontology 
 
Invertebrate paleontology, which is also called invertebrate paleozoology or invertebrate 
paleobiology, is a discipline which conducts scientific study of prehistoric invertebrates by 
analyzing invertebrate fossils in the geologic record [2]. Covering all categories of these 
invertebrate fossils, including phylum, class, order, family and genus, the Treatise on Invertebrate 
Paleontology [1] is a definitive compilation with 50 volumes and multi-authored by more than 300 
experts in this field. It is agreed that the Treatise is the most authoritative definition book of 
invertebrate fossils and can be found in almost every good library worldwide.   
In PDF version, the Treatise is separated into 23 different parts from Part A to Part W with 
multiple volumes in each part. Our work is mainly focused on Part H, Part B, Part L and Part O, 
which contains 10 volumes in total. Looking inside of these volumes, we find that fossils are 
categorized in a hierarchical way. All of them are described in paragraphs. Although rules are 
made to restrict how to organize descriptions of fossils, there are still quite a lot of violations. 
Paragraphs are mixed together with images, tables and their titles. Fortunately, there are very little 
tables in each volumes thus they can be removed manually. However, there are a lot of images in 
each volumes which are need to be extracted and processed. All these properties of the Treatise 
bring about challenges to build an organized and searchable digital library for all fossil records in 
these volumes of the Treatise. 
1.2  Introduction to Invertebrate Paleontology Knowledgebase 
 
Facing all problems of the Treatise mentioned above, an Invertebrate Paleontology 





general structure of the IPKB system. The system contains several major parts: text processing, 
image processing, and web interface. The PDF Files are the data source of this system. For our 
current IPKB system, it contains totally 10 volumes from Part H, Part B, Part L and Part O. Text 
and Images are processed separately and then the extracted and parsed data are stored in our 
database. In this figure we omit the details of web interface which will be discussed in next 
sections. 
 
Figure 1.1: Overview of the IPKB system [3] 
1.3  Introduction to Content-based Search 
 
In previous work, IPKB system only has search functions using only pure text queries. In many 





are property details of the shell, ventral, dorsal or even others. If a user query with a string “small 
shell, round circular ventral area”, his/her intension is to search for fossils with small shells and 
round circular area. However, when using straightforward text searching, the system only returns 
list of genus which contain these query terms in their descriptions in a certain rule, without 
considering the dependency between property names(“shell”, “ventral”) and property 
details(“small”, “round circular”). The returned results are definitely not expected by the users. In 
order to solve this problem, we present a textual ontology based approach, which is capable of 
extracting textual ontology information based on properties for each genera in the database, and 
also based on extracted ontology data, calculating similarities using a newly designed algorithm. 
Moreover, sometimes one cannot describe a fossil in words correct and exact. The textual 
ontology query descriptions may not rich enough for searching. In this situation, using fossil 
images to improve the results is a good option. However, we cannot completely rely on images. It 
is not easy for even professionals to identify the genera of a fossil through only several photos of 
it. Therefore, the purpose of using images is to rank genera which are visually similar to the query 
images higher than others.  
Figure 1.2 demonstrates the overall framework of content-based search, which is a new part of 
IPKB system. It aims at solving two major problems mentioned above and gaining improvement 
over old search functions by integrating textual ontology and image information. Three major 
components: textual ontology based search, image based search and image-text based search are 
outlined with different colors. Notice that although image search is not reliable in practical, the 
algorithm of feature extraction and iRST-SHELO set generated in this part are still used in image-







Figure 1.2: System Overview of Content-based Search 
1.4  Related Research 
 
A digital library is a special library which focus on collecting digital data in different format. 
Looking back to 1966, we can found an early digital library called Education Resources 
Information Center [4]. Traditional libraries are limited by storage space; digital libraries have the 
potential to store much more information, simply because digital information requires very little 
physical space to contain it [5]. A large number of digital libraries focus on specialized area and 
provide search functions, such as ACM Digital Library [6] and Digital Himalaya [7]. 
A digital library is actually a type of information retrieval system. Tf-idf is a classical and 





enough. In the work done in [8, 9] proposes techniques to identify semantically dependent terms 
in a corpus. Except for text information retrieval, image retrieval is also a very hot topic. Some 
traditional image retrieval approaches use metadata to annotate images, such as [10], [11], and 
[12]. Instead of doing image annotation, content-based image retrieval (CBIR) has been 
extensively studied recent years. Research approaches explained in [13] make use of some content-
based image features such as SIFT [14], GIST [15] and HOG [16]. Also there is some work done 
[17, 18] in the field of sketch based image retrieval, which is an interesting branch of CBIR. 
Sometimes features generated for a single view cannot represent a sample very well. Facing this 
challenge, [19, 20, 21, 22] focus on fusing or integrating features in different views, for example, 



















Chapter 2. IPKB System 
 
In Figure 1.1, we describe the overall framework of IPKB system. From this figure we can 
see how the system is constructed. Given PDF files of the Treatise as the data source, we extract 
Text part and Images part separately. Adobe Acrobat itself provides a function which allow us to 
separate text and images in PDF files. However, it brings about errors into extracted paragraphs. 
Therefore, we use a third party library Apache PDFBox (https://pdfbox.apache.org/) to extract text 
which avoids a lot of problems caused by the Adobe Acrobat’s extracting function. In this section, 
we discuss the details of several major components which are built upon extracted text and image 
data. 
2.1 Text Processing  
 
In order to parse and process text part in the Treatise, we need to look into the content of 
these text. Part H contains fossil records under the Phylum “Brachiopolda”, all of which have been 
parsed and imported to the database of existing IPKB system. In our research, we enlarge the 
database using data generated from Part B (Phylum “Charophyta”), Part L (Phylum “Mollusca”) 
and Part O (Phylum “Arthropoda”). What we interested in in the Treatise’s text part is entries of 
taxon records, such as Order, Class, Family and Genera.  
Genera is the basic taxon and for each genus record in the text part, we can find a paragraph 
description which starts with the name of this genus and the following are organized in a restricted 
order. Figure 2.1 shows the structure of a genus. From this example, we can see several fixed parts: 
• Genera name (“Vallites”). 
• Author information (“RUZHENTSEV & BOGOSLOVSKAIA, 1971, p. 20”). 





• Morphological description (“Adult whorls with … shorter than ventral lobe. Seven 
species.”). 
• Geological Information (“Pennsylvanian …Uzbekistan (Fergana).”). 
• Indices of Figures (“FIG. 53,5a-d … Bogoslovskaia, 1971).”). From the example we 
can see that there might be multiple figures for each genus. 
 
Figure 2.1: Example of Genus Vallites 
Genera names start with a capital letter which is followed by several letters in lower case. 
Then the author name after the genera names are all capital letters. This is a special property which 
can be used to recognize the start point of a genus record. The reference part is put inside a square 





located. It is simple to find the start point of indices of Figures because it always starts with “FIG. 
XX”.  
Except for the basic taxon genera, we also need to parse data of upper layer taxa such as 
order, family, etc. These taxa also follow certain orders. For example, in Figure 2.2, the family is 
consisted of several pieces of fixed information such as family name, author, reference, description 
and geological information. Also notice that before parsing these taxa from text part, we need 
firstly clean up unwanted words and lines in the text, for example, page numbers, page headings, 
figure titles and sub-labels for images in figures. 
 
Figure 2.2: Example of Family Homoceratidae 
Considering all issues discussed about, we use techniques based on regular expression 
matching to implement a Java program which is capable of parsing unstructured genera and other 
taxa data and then store them in semi-structured XML format. Figure 2.3 demonstrates our 









Figure 2.3: Semi-structured Results. (a) Genus “Micragnostus”. (b) Family “Ptychagnostidae”. 
2.2 Image Processing 
 
Images we extracted from PDF files of the Treatise are grayscale photos of fossils which are 
taken from different angles. In each image, for example, in Figure 2.4 from Part B, there are 
multiple fossil objects, each of which are tagged by a sub-label such as “1a”, “2b”, etc. There are 





labels. The purpose of Image Processing is to divide this kind of collection of fossil objects into 
smaller images of single fossil objects. These smaller images should be tagged by its corresponding 
sub-labels. Remember that when we parsed genera information in text processing step, the indices 
of figures for each genus list figure number and sub-labels for this genus. Thus these tagged smaller 
images can be correctly and efficiently put into their corresponding genus groups.  
 
Figure 2.4: A Sample of Extracted Images 
In order to make the task of image processing automatic, the previous work designed an 





• Segment fossil objects and labels in the image. 
• Detect contours of fossil objects. 
• Associate each fossil object with its corresponding sub-label image. 
• Recognize words in sub-label images, and tag fossil objects with recognized labels. 
In the following we will present them in detail and propose our improvement on these steps. 
2.2.1 Segmentation Fossils and Labels 
 
As shown in Figure 2.4, fossils are exhibited in a blank background and mixed with tagging 
words. In previous research, an approach has been implemented to separate fossils objects apart. 
In this section we will describe this approach step by step using Figure 2.4 as the example.  
In order to mark fossil objects and the background which contains sub-labels and other 
words, we use the opening by construction method. It is a morphological operation consisted of an 
image erosion step and then an image reconstruction [23] step. The purpose of image erosion here 
is to erode all non-fossil objects in the figure. Since sub-labels and other words inside the figure is 
usually much smaller than fossils, we use a disk-shaped structuring element with a diameter larger 
than the height of characters and smaller than the size of fossil objects. For figures in Part B, this 
diameter is set to 15. In image reconstruction step, the eroded image is used as the marker image 
and the original image is used as the mask. After that, we execute a dilation operation on the 
reconstructed image. Using the complement of this dilated result as the mask, and the complement 
of the previous reconstructed result as the marker, we execute another reconstruction operation 
followed by a complement operation. By converting this result to a binary image, we get all fossil 






Figure 2.5: Image Processing in the Treatise. (a) An figure extracted from Part B. (b) fossils are 
masked. (c) Sub-labels and other words with the background. (d) Blocks of sub-labels and words 
identified. (e) Areas of fossils divided using watershed approach. (f) Contours of fossil objects. 
 
Since fossil objects have been marked and identified, we need to identify sub-labels after 
that. By using the image generated in Figure 2.5(b) we can mask out all fossils from the original 
figure, then get the result in Figure 2.5(c). Then through a morphological opening operation 
followed by a converting-to-binary operation, we recognize blocks of sub-labels and other words 





those longer blocks and keep only sub-labels we need. Remember that one of our purposes is to 
partition fossil objects in a big figure into individually small images. For that purpose, we use 
watershed algorithm which aims to find local minima in a grayscale image and then partition them 
into pieces [24]. Figure 2.5(e) shows the result of watershed approach executed on our image of 
masked fossils. These separated pieces of single fossils are stored in JPG files for future use. 
2.2.2 Detection of Fossil contours 
 
In the segmentation step of image processing, we have already masked all fossil objects in 
the figure. However, in order to accurately calculate the distances between fossils and sub-labels 
in future steps, we need to detect contours for all fossils. Contour detection, or edge detection has 
already by extensively studied in the field of image procession and computer vision. Since figures 
in our application are just sample grayscale and 2D, we can choose solution from classical 
algorithms, among which the sobel operator works very well for our figures. 
Sobel operator is used very often in edge detection algorithm. This operator uses two 3 by 3 
kernel matrices to calculate the gradient for image pixels. These two kernels, one for horizontal 










where A denotes the source image, 𝐺" and 𝐺, denote two images in which every point contains its 
corresponding gradient in horizontal direction and vertical direction respectively, * denotes a 2D 
convolution operation. Combining 𝐺"  and 𝐺,  together, the magnitude of the gradient can be 
calculated using: 





In our case, sobel operation is executed upon mask image of fossils which is actually a binary 
image. Therefore, for all non-edge pixels in this image, the element of G is simply 0. In this way 
we can generate a contour image efficiently as Figure 2.5(f). 
2.2.3 Association of Fossil Objects and Sub-labels 
 
Each fossil object and its corresponding sub-label is expected to be placed most closely to 
each other in the original figures. However, sometimes this situation cannot be satisfied. The 
previous research designed a method to calculate the distances between fossil objects and sub-
labels and decide the association between each fossil object and its corresponding sub-label. 
Considering such a case, a sub-label S is put between two fossils A and B and has the similar 
distances to two of them. At this time, if we can decide the association between A and another sub-
label in the figure, then we can definitely assign sub-label S to fossil B. This is so-called bipartite 
graph matching problem, which means to find a perfect matching with minimum distance. 
At first we calculate the distance between each fossil object and each sub-label. The distance 
here is defined as: 
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝐴, 𝑠 = min
:;<→>
𝑑(𝑐 𝑠 , 𝑎:) 
where M is the number of pixels for the contour of fossil A, c(s) is the center pixel of sub-label 
block s and a is a pixel of the fossil contour. The d (.) stands for Euclidean distance. Collecting 
these distances together, we constructed a minimum distance matrix as in Figure 2.6.  
 





In this matrix, distances larger than a threshold 100 is set to 100. These distances are ignored 
and two sides of it (fossil no. and label no.) will not be associate. We only considering distances 
less than the threshold. Looking through the columns one by one, we find that column 10 and 12 
only contain one distance less than 100 respectively. Thus we can associate fossil 10 with sub-
label 9, fossil 12 with sub-label 12, and then remove row 9 and 12 from the matrix. By repeating 
this scanning and removing operation, we can finally make all fossils linked to their corresponding 
sub-labels. The matrix in Figure 2.6 is built upon a figure from Part H. In other parts of the Treatise, 
the threshold value may be different. For instance, for figures in Part B, it is better to set threshold 
to 50 rather than 100. 
2.2.4 Recognition of Sub-label Images 
 
In the previous step, sub-label blocks are linked to fossil objects. In order to tag these fossil 
objects with true sub-labels, we need to recognize the text information in sub-label images. All 
sub-labels in images are small in size and consisted of limited characters and numbers such like 
“1a”, “2b”, “3c”, etc. Therefore, we prepared some template sub-label images for recognition. 
Among all the distances between the sub-label image and these templates, the smallest one is the 
match. The distance here is calculated using sum of square error (SSE) as follows: 
𝑺𝑺𝑬 =
𝑰𝒕𝒆𝒎𝒑 𝒙, 𝒚 − 𝑰𝒕𝒂𝒓𝒈 𝒙, 𝒚
𝟐
(𝒙,𝒚)
𝑰𝒕𝒆𝒎𝒑 𝒙, 𝒚 𝟐(𝒙,𝒚) +	 𝑰𝒕𝒂𝒓𝒈 𝒙, 𝒚 𝟐(𝒙,𝒚)
 
In the above formula, Itemp(x, y) and Itarg(x, y) are the pixel locations in template image and 
the sub-label image respectively. In most cases, the size of the template image and sub-label image 
are different. Thus we need to try multiple positions for comparison using a sliding window. 
Remember that in text processing part, we parsed genera information with their corresponding 





can easily get all fossil objects for a genus by only using a genus name.    
2.3 Web Interface 
 
Through text processing and image processing, we obtain a large amount of semi-structured 
data. These semi-structured data cannot be used directly thus we write a Java problem to convert 
them into structured data and import these data into database. In order to build a web interface 
which allows users to browsing and searching fossil information conveniently, we have built a 
three-level architecture in which the database in built by MySQL, the Web server is built by 
Apache and PHP, and the client side is implemented using HTML, CSS and JavaScript. The home 
page of this website can be seen in Figure 2.7 below. 
 





2.3.1  Searching 
 
The most important function of IPKB system is searching. In previous research, we designed 
and implemented two types of search function: quick search and advanced search. The search 
results displayed by the web interface is actually the list of genera and in each page, there are at 
most 10 items shown. In this section we will discuss details of searching functions. 
Quick search allows users to input a query string which is a genus name, family name, or a 
class name, etc. The searching results are list of genus which match this query on genus name, 
family name, class name, etc. Quick search also support approximate comparison. The algorithm 
is as follows: 
• Search for exact match of genus name. 
• If there is no match, execute a full-text search over upper-layer taxon names. 
• If there is no match, search for approximate match of genus name. 
• If there is still no match, terminate the search process. 
Exact match results are entries which contains the same keyword(s) in the query string. 
Approximate matching means partial matching. For example, “paras” is an approximate match of 
“Paraschartymites”. The search results are ranked by relevance. 
In advanced search, users can input their queries in a more flexible way. They can input the 
taxon names, descriptions or geological information separately, and advance search module will 
take in all these queries and return ranked relevant results.  
The fossils in our database are dated from lower Cambrian period (approximately 520 
million years ago) to now. Users do not need to input the period by themselves. Instead, the 





of options. Figure 2.8 (a) shows the webpage of advanced search module, and in Figure 2.8(b) we 





Figure 2.8: Web Interface for Advanced Search 





In the database, the relevant columns are included in a FULLTEXT index. Each column are given 
a weight value to represent its importance in the search context. In our algorithm, we set 3.0 to 
taxon names, 1.5 to geological information and 1.0 for morphological descriptions. The idea of 
full-text search comes from TF-IDF weighting approach. The significance of a term can be 
computed using: 
𝑠 = 	
log 𝑑𝑡𝑓 + 1





where dtf denotes the term frequency, which means the appearing times of a term in a database 
record, Σ (log 𝑑𝑡𝑓 + 1) denotes the sum of (log (dtf) +1)’s for all words in the same database 
record. U is the number of unique words in the database record, N is the total number of database 
records and nf is the number of database records containing this term. The combined relevance of 
a term and database record can be calculated using: 
𝑅 = 𝑤	×𝑠	×𝑞𝑓 
where w is the weight value set to columns previously, s is the significance calculated above, qf is 
the term frequency in the query input. For most terms the qf is just 1 which means this term only 
appears once in the query. Terms which are less than 4 letters will be ignored by full-text search. 
A list of stop words is also given to removes terms appearing too many times. 
2.3.2  Displaying of Genera List and Genera Records 
 
After quick search or advanced search, a list of genera will be generate by the web interface. 
No more than 10 genera items are shown on each page of search results. Figure 2.9 shows the 
quick search results with query string “admi”. From this list of results we can see brief information 
about each genus. By clicking the genus name at the up left corner of each record, one can view 
this genus’ detail page. Similarly, by clicking likes of upper-layer taxon names which are listed 
under the genus name, one can see the detail page of the corresponding taxon. Other information 






Figure 2.9: Genera list returned by quick search 
By clicking the first record “Admixtella” in Figure 2.9, the detail page of this genus can be 
seen in Figure 2.10. From this page we can see more the complete information of genus 
Admixtella. Images we generated in image processing step are shown in this page together with 
their sub-label and indices of figures. Notice that the map under the “Geology” section shows 
discovery locations of this genus. This function is implemented using Google Earth API. In our 
application, we firstly map each location name in our database to exact longitudes and latitudes, 
which are acceptable by Google Earth API, then use these coordinates to mark all locations on the 
map. 
2.3.3  Browsing 
 
The browsing module provides an overview of hierarchical structure of all fossil categories 
in our database. This webpage has a scroll bar on the left which contains a tree-structure list of 
orders. By clicking an item in this list, details of this order will be loaded to the right side of the 
webpage. At the same time, the sub-categories of this order will appear under this order in the left 





quickly locate this genus and see its details without inputting any query words.  
 





2.5 Conclusion and Problems 
 
Invertebrate Paleontology Knowledgebase (IPKB) is a project which targets at building a 
digital library for the Treatise of Invertebrate Paleontology. In this chapter we present the process 
of extracting and parsing text and image data in the the Treatise, the approach to build the whole 
system, and the design and implementation of the web interface.  
In text processing part, efforts are taken to analysis parsing content of paragraphs and 
convert unstructured text to semi-structured data. In image processing part, we presented an 
approach to segment images, identify labels and associate fossil objects and labels together. In web 
interface part, we use several examples to demonstrate our user interface of quick search, advanced 
search, genera lists and browsing function. 
In this phase, IPKB provides a general framework of searching and browsing invertebrate 
fossil records, which allow users to input text queries and obtain results (Or without input queries, 
for instance, browsing). However, there is still spaces for us to improve its search function. In the 
next chapter, I will discuss our efforts on improve the search function in IPKB system using textual 
















Chapter 3. Textual Ontology and Visual Features Based 
Search 
 
In chapter 2 we describe the framework and details of IPKB, a digital library for the Treatise, 
which provides various functions such as searching and browsing. However, the search function 
in this old IPKB system are only text based and completely depending on the query strings input 
by users. In many conditions, this type of search functions cannot satisfy users’ intention. 
First, let us consider such a scenario, a user inputs a query string “small shell, round circular 
ventral area”. The intention here is to search for fossils with small shells and a round circular 
shaped ventral area. When using quick search and advanced search functions described in chapter 
2, the system just compares the query string with the whole database record of each genus, without 
considering these properties separately. For example in our database, a morphological description 
for a genus contains a piece “round circular shell, small ventral area”. It is a perfect match for the 
query string in quick search and advanced search, however, it is not the result expected by the user.  
Moreover, as we mentioned previously, there are a large number of complicated terms in 
the field of invertebrate paleontology, which are hard to correctly spell them even for professional 
or experts who have experiences in this field over years. The text query information given by users 
may not be correct and rich enough for the system to return reasonable results. 
Facing up with such limitations existing in the old IPKB system, we propose a content-based 
search function, which integrates textual ontology information and image information to improve 
the search results and overcome challenges discussed above. In this chapter we firstly give an 
overview of this content-based search module and then present all design and implementation 





3.1 Overview of Content-based Search 
 
Figure 1.2 shows the overview of content-based search function. There are three major 
components, textual ontology based search, image based search and text-image based search in 
this function. For simplicity we omit the process from PDF files to Genera Data and Tagged Fossil 
Images, which is described more clearly in chapter 2. Notice that the process of generating PTFIDF 
Database and iRST-SHELO Database are executed offline.  
Textual ontology based search allows users to input multiple pairs of a region name of a 
fossil (for example, “ventral”) together with the structural description of this region (for example, 
“round circular”). The results returned by this function are fossil records which have similar 
structural properties in corresponding regions. In order to implement such a function, we need first 
delve deep into morphological descriptions for fossils. Region names and their corresponding 
region descriptions should be extracted from the unstructured description paragraphs for each 
genus in the database. These region-description pairs are the major factor we considered in our 
proposed textual ontology based search. There are several steps involved in this search function: 
• Tagging the morphological descriptions. 
• Extracting region names of fossils. 
• Generating textual ontology of fossils. 
• Calculating similarity scores. 
All these steps will be explained in detail later in this chapter. 
In image-based search, users can provide multiple images as the query input. A query image 
can be a photo of fossils with a light background or a picture of hand drawn sketch on a blank 





images can be used to represent a genus and then extract visual features, which are used to compare 
similarities between images and rank the search results. There are totally for major steps in this 
module: 
• Image set preprocessing. 
• Extraction of visual features. 
• Dimensionality reduction. 
• Group comparison. 
Image-based search did provide an option which accepts non-text query input. However, it 
is impossible to reply purely on images to search for genera. Given several photos of a fossil and 
without any other hints, one cannot easily identify its genus even if he/she is a professional 
paleontologist or has experience in this field over years. Also, there are more than 18,000 images 
in our database. Comparing all of them with the query images are slow and impractical for our 
application. The results of textual ontology-based search can be used to narrow our search range 
and improve the speed of searching. 
Therefore, we propose a text-image based search which is capable of integrating textual 
ontology and image information to improve the search results. Two types of features PTFIDF and 
iRST-SHELO are designed and generated in order to gain benefits from both data source: textual 
ontology and fossil images. In the following, we will present three components of content-based 
search in detail. 
3.2 Textual Ontology based Search 
 
There are four steps discussed in this section. The first three steps aim at generating textual 





3.2.1 Tagging the Morphological Descriptions 
 
The task of this part is to mark each term in the description sentences with a special tag. 
Stanford NLP tagger API [25] provided a tagging approach which can be used to mark each term 
with its part of speech. We use some examples to demonstrate our approach. Table 1 shows original 
descriptions for two genera from Part H of the Treatise. From this table we can see that sentences 
are separated by semicolons thus it is easy to divide these sentences into parts. For each sentence, 
we execute POS tagging approach to tag all terms. Several examples of POS tagging results for 
sentences in genus Pseudolingula’s morphological description are listed in Table 2. 








Shell elongate subrectangular; ventral 
pseudointerarea with narrow, deep pedicle groove; 
ventral visceral area extending anteriorly beyond 
midvalve; oblique muscle scars placed on broadly 
divergent ridges; dorsal visceral area bisected by 
broad median septum, extending from beak to 
anterior lateral muscle scars; dorsal central and 
anterior lateral muscle scars placed close 
together; vascula lateralia of both valves short, 
submedian, slightly converging; vascula media 
absent; inner surface of both valves with conspicuous 
wrinkling directly lateral to vascula lateralia. 
Shell strongly acuminate, subtriangular, 
unequivalved; ventral beak strongly 
elongate; pseudointerarea elongate 
triangular, with narrow pedicle groove 
and flexure lines; dorsal pseudointerarea 
poorly known; ventral visceral area 
short, not extending to midvalve; dorsal 
visceral area slightly thickened, 
extending to midvalve, bisected by two 
divergent ridges; ventral vascula 
lateralia strongly arcuate. 
Table 1: Morphological Descriptions for Genus Pseudolingula and Lingulepis. 
 
Sentence Tagged Terms 
“Shell elongate subrectangular” shell/NNP  elongate/JJ  subrectangular/JJ 
“ventral visceral area extending anteriorly beyond 
midvalve ” 
ventral/JS  visceral_area/NNP  extending/VBG 
anteriorly/RB  beyond/IN  midvalve/NN 
“dorsal central and anterior lateral muscle scars placed 
close together” 
dorsal/JS  central/JS  and/CC  anterior/JS  lateral/JS 
muscle/NNP scars/NNP placed/VBN close/RB 
together/RB 
Table 2: Examples of POS tagging 
Although there are quite a number of technical terms in our data, the Stanford NLP tagger 
still works because it support approximation. With all words tagged, we are able to go further into 





3.2.2 Extracting region names of fossils 
 
In this step we need to identify non-independent terms in sentences. Non-independent terms 
means terms which are related to each other semantically and usually contains important 
information. For example, in our corpus, “small” is frequently used to describe “shell”, thus these 
two words can be said to be non-independent. The research in [26] demonstrates that the most 
frequently occurring pairs of adjacent Noun + Noun and Noun + Adjective terms can be defined 
as semantically related to each other. Based on this conclusion, we extract all pairs of N + N and 
Adj + N pairs for future use.  
The research in [26] also provides a U-test approach which can be used in our paleontology 
corpus to identify related or non-independent terms. U-test approach calculates a u-score between 
two terms using the following formula: 
𝑢 ≈
𝑛𝐶 𝑤,𝑤^ − 𝐶 𝑤 𝐶 𝑤^
𝑛𝐶 𝑤 𝐶 𝑤^
> 𝑢`/. 
where n is the number of sentences in the corpus, w and w’ stand for two terms, C (w) gives our 
the number of sentences in which term w appears, 𝑢`/. is the α/2 quantile of standard normal 
distribution. α is a significant level. When 𝑢 > 𝑢`/. , w and w’ are non-independent terms, 
otherwise they are said to be not semantically related to each other. 
Using this approach, we calculate u-scores for all previously extracted pairs of N + N terms 
and Adj + N terms separately. By setting α to 0.01, we pick out all pairs with scores larger than 
𝑢`/. as our non-independent terms. These extracted term pairs are tagged with a new shortcut 
“NNP_GLO”. There are totally 471 term pairs generated from Part H of the Treatise and the 





“NNP_GLO” tagged terms. Table 3 shows some results after NNP_GLO tagging. 




Shell elongate subrectangular 
ventral pseudointerarea with narrow deep pedicle groove 
ventral visceral area extending anteriorly beyond midvalve 
oblique muscle scars placed on broadly divergent ridges 





shell/NNP_GLO elongate/JJ subrectangular/JJ  
ventral/JS pseudointerarea/NNP_GLO with/WITH narrow/JJ ,/, deep/JJ 
pedicle_groove/NNP_GLO  
ventral/JS visceral_area/NNP_GLO extending/VBG anteriorly/RB beyond/IN midvalve/NN  
oblique/JJ muscle_scars/NNP_GLO placed/VBN on/IN broadly/QL divergent/JJ 
ridges/NNP_GLO  
dorsal/JS visceral_area/NNP_GLO bisected/VBN by/BY broad/JJ median/JS septum/NNP_GLO 
,/, extending/VBG from/FROM beak/NNP_GLO to/TO anterior/JS lateral/JS 
muscle_scars/NNP_GLO  
… 
Table 3: Results of NNP_GLO tagging on genus Pseudolingula 
3.2.3 Generating textual ontology of fossils 
 
Through observing fossil records after NNP_GLO tagging, we found that most sentences in 
a genus description describe regions or sub-regions about the shell, dorsal view or ventral view. 
These regions and sub-regions can be described using solely adjectives or related to other regions 
of this fossil. Based on above observations, we use the following algorithm to identify and extract 
textual ontologies: 
• Identify “with” and “and” in sentences to separate long sentences to shorter ones. 
• Set all NNP_GLO tagged terms which start with “shell”, “ventral” or “dorsal” as 
region (sub-region) names. 
• The adjective which occurs before a region (sub-region) name is considered as part 
of this region (sub-region) name. 





this region (sub-region). 
The extracted fossil ontology gives out its most prominent region names together with sets 
of terms structurally describing their corresponding regions. Table 4 shows an example of 
extracted textual ontology. Notice that all textual ontologies are stored in JSON format in order to 
facilitate the calculation of similarity scores between two genera. 
Genus Name Lingula 
Morphological 
Description 
Shell elongate oval to subrectangular; ventral pseudointerarea with wide triangular pedicle 
groove; ventral visceral area extending to midvalve, with impression of pedicle nerve curving 
around unpaired umbonal muscle scar; dorsal interior with visceral area extending somewhat 
anterior to midvalve; dorsal central and anterior lateral muscle scars closely spaced, bisected by 
weak median septum; vascula media absent.Shell of living species poorly mineralized laterally. 
Textual 
Ontology 
shell :elongate oval to subrectangular  
ventral pedicle_groove :wide triangular  
ventral visceral_area :extending to midvalve  
ventral impression of pedicle_nerve :curving around unpaired umbonal muscle_scar  
dorsal visceral_area :extending somewhat anterior to midvalve  
dorsal central muscle_scars :and closely spaced , bisected by weak median_septum  
dorsal anterior lateral muscle_scars :and closely spaced , bisected by weak median_septum  
dorsal vascula_media :absent 
Table 4: Textual Ontology of genus Lingula 
3.2.4 Calculating Similarity Scores 
 
With all textual ontology data prepared, the last step in our approach is calculating similarity 
scores between genera. We calculate four scores for each genera pair: shell score, ventral score, 
dorsal score and other score. The shell score is computed by comparing the similarity upon two 
genera’s shell properties. The ventral scores and dorsal scores can be calculated as follows: 
𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒efghijk lminjk =
𝑠_𝑠𝑢𝑏efghijk lminjk
𝐶_𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑎𝑙  
where s_sub is the score of sub regions in ventral or dorsal view, the summation here is to sum up 
all similarity scores of sub regions, C_ is the total number of matching sub regions in ventral or 





regions’ scores. Sum all four scores up and divide the summation by 4, we make the final score 
scaled to 0-1. 
For two regions need to be compared with each other, the algorithm of calculating this sub 
score is as follows: 
• If descriptions of two regions are exactly the same to each other, the sub score is 1. 
• Else if descriptions of two regions have sub descriptions separated by commas in 
their sentences, then sub score = number of matching sub descriptions/number of all 
sub descriptions. 
• Else if no matching sub descriptions, then sub score = number of matching 
terms/number of all terms. 
• Else score is 0. 
Similarity scores generated using above algorithm are always between 0 and 1. By 
comparing the similarities between the query input and textual ontologies, we can rank the search 
results based on similarity scores in a descending order. 
3.3 Image based Search 
 
Without the help of text information, one can hardly identify the genus of a fossil from a 
few photos unless he/she is a professional paleontologist or has years of experience in this field. 
Purely image-based searching cannot help us identify the genus of a fossil in most cases, since two 
fossils belongs to different taxa may look pretty similar to each other and the differences are too 
trivial to be identified by computer vision techniques. Therefore, the purpose of image-based 
search in our application is actually helping to search for genera with images which are visually 
similar to query images, rather than identifying the exact genus for the fossil in the query images. 





data set and visual features set constructed in this module are also used in text-image based search 
module. 
3.3.1 Preprocessing of Image Data Set 
 
In the existing IPKB system, we have already built an image data set containing more than 
30,000 images, each of which is tagged with its figure index and sub label so that we can easily 
identify its corresponding taxon. Through observing images in each data set, we found various 
types of images as photos of a fossil from taken from certain angle, photo-like images of a fossil, 
photos of a small region of a fossil, sketches, etc. We can see this diversity from Figure 3.1. 
 
Figure 3.1: Examples in the image data set of IPKB system 
In this figure, the fossil images in the first line is clear and complete enough to be selected 
as our candidate images. However, images in the second and third line, which are just very simple 
lines which cannot represent the shape or structure for a fossil. Visual features generated from such 





designed a prepressing method to eliminate these useless images and collecting other images to 
build the image data set for image-based search and text-image based search. 
Through observing images in Figure 3.1, we can easily identify the difference between 
useful and useless images. Useful images usually contains very rich information thus have more 
black pixels on canvas. On the contrary, useless images are sketch-like and have more white pixels 
on canvas. Based on this analysis, we first chop each image by cutting its margins which are 
consisted of solely white pixels at four directions. In this way we can keep the objects in the center 
of the canvas, which is convenient for our future calculation and comparison.  The image set can 
be divided into sub set using: 





where 𝐺< and 𝐺. denotes two sub set after division, M denotes the number of white pixels on the 
canvas, C is the number of all pixels in the image, and t is a threshold value. 
After parameter tuning, we are able to put 90% of useful images into	𝐺<, which is selected 
as our final image data set. We still need to do some manual work to put rest images into the final 
image set, but this division approach helps us save a lot of time. 
3.3.2 Visual Feature Extraction 
 
In this step we try to extract visual feature vectors to represent each image in our image data 
set. Since there are only grayscale images in our data set, we do not consider color issues. Instead, 
properties such as shape, contour (edge) and texture are more important and should be taken into 
account. In order to compare similarities based on all these properties or at least most of them, we 
try to get hints from the field of sketch-based image retrieval, which is a branch of content-based 
image retrieval. 
Jose in [17] proposes a sketch-based image retrieval descriptor called RST-SHELO, which 





Figure 3.2. From this figure we can see that there are three major stages in RST-SHELO: 
• Image preprocessing, which convert images into sketches used in next steps.  
• Feature extraction, which contains a SHELO process and a normalization step. 
• Similarity searching and ranking. 
 
Figure 3.2: General framework of RST-SHELO 
Notice that in [17] a Sketch Token algorithm is used for sketch generation in image 
preprocessing stage. In our application we chose to use canny algorithm instead, and there are two 
reasons for us to do so. First, Sketch Token approach aims at extracting contours or edges of 
objects in the image. Details inside the contours are usually disregarded by this approach. 
However, in our cases, texture inside the contour of a fossil is important information to represent 
this fossil. Second, Sketch Token, which extracts and combines multiple types of features from an 
image, is much more time-consuming than the straightforward canny algorithm. Therefore, in our 
approach, we use canny algorithm instead of Sketch Token approach.  
 In image preprocessing, we firstly use canny algorithm to get sketch and contour of the 
image. Then we crop all margins for this “sketch image” and remain the object in the center of the 
canvas. After that, we do a dilation operation to make these sketches more dramatic and facilitate 





From this figure we can see that canny algorithm keeps both contours and some textures inside 
contours. After cropping, sketches of fossils are kept in the center of the canvas as expected. 
 
Figure 3.3 Examples of image preprocessing  
Feature extraction is the most important step in RST-SHELO approach. It is consisted of 
two parts: SHELO descriptor generation and square root normalization. There are three major steps 
for SHELO descriptor generation: 
• Estimation of Cell Orientation. 
• Calculation of local histogram. 
• SHELO composition. 
In the following we will discuss details of these three steps as well as square root 
normalization. 
3.3.2.1 Estimation of Cell Orientation 
 
In this step, we first divide the preprocessed image into W*W cells. Since images may of 





a cell is decided by all pixel orientations inside this cell together with its neighbor pixels’ 
orientations. In order to generate an orientation for each cell, we start from deciding four neighbor 
cells for a pixel in the image. Suppose we have a pixel (i, j) in a preprocessed image. A pair of 
value x and y can be easily decided by: 
𝑥 =
𝑗
𝑁 ∗𝑊, 𝑦 =
𝑖
𝑀 ∗𝑊. 
where M and N is the number of pixels in each row and column respectively. Since the image are 
divided into W*W cells, thus each cell can be labeled by a pair of value p and q, both of them are 
assigned values between 1 and W. After calculating x and y, we can generate four values as 
follows: 
𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡|mn:h:mg = 𝑥 − 0.5  
𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡|mn:h:mg = 𝑥 + 0.5  
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑡ℎ|mn:h:mg = 𝑦 − 0.5  
𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑡ℎ|mn:h:mg = 𝑦 + 0.5  
With these values, the four neighbor cells for the pixel (i, j) are cells labeled by 
(𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡|mn:h:mg , 	𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑡ℎ|mn:h:mg ), (𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡|mn:h:mg , 	𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑡ℎ|mn:h:mg ), (𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡|mn:h:mg , 	𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑡ℎ|mn:h:mg ) and 
(𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡|mn:h:mg,	𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑡ℎ|mn:h:mg). Notice that a neighbor cell can be the cell in which pixel (i, j) falls. 
Figure 3.4 shows the relationship between a pixel and its corresponding neighbor cells. 
Since four neighbor cells are recognized for pixel (i, j), we further calculate a weight for 
each neighbor cell of this pixel. The algorithm to calculate these weights are described in the 
following: 
• Calculate the distance from p to the most left side of the cell in which pixel (i, j) 
falls:  
    𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒" = 𝑥 − 𝑥 . 
• If 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒"	< 0.5, then: 





𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡_𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡	 = 	1– 	𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡_𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡. 
• Else: 
𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡_𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡	 = 	𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒"	 − 	0.5,	 
𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡_𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡	 = 	1	– 	𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡_𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡. 
• North_weight and south_weight can be calculated using value of y in the similar way 
discussed above. 
 
Figure 3.4: Pixel (i, j) and its corresponding neighbor cells 
The cell orientation can be calculated as follows: 
• Initialize two W*W matrices A and B to all zeros. 
• For each pixel in the image, we decide its four neighbor cells. 
• For each neighbor cell (x, y) of a pixel (i, j), we calculate the following values step 
by step: 
𝑐" = cos. 𝜃:, − 𝑠𝑖𝑛. 𝜃:, , 
𝑐, = 2cos 𝜃:, 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃:, ,							 
𝐴 𝑥, 𝑦 += 𝜂:, ∗ 𝑤" ∗ 𝑤, ∗ 𝑐", 





• In above formulas, θ stands for the angle of gradient of a pixel in the image, η stands 
for the magnitude of the gradient, w is the calulcated weight for the neighbor cell. 
• The orientation for cell (x, y) can be calculated using: 
𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑥, 𝑦 = 0.5𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2 𝐴 𝑥, 𝑦 , 𝐵 𝑥, 𝑦 . 
 Notice that the gradient of pixels are computed using sobel operator. 
3.3.2.2 Calculation of Local Histogram 
 
With all cell orientations generated, we need to construct a local histogram of them. In this 
step we execute another division operation on the image which separate pixels on the image into 
B*B large blocks rather than small cells. We build a K-bin histogram for each block’s cell 
orientations. Just as a pixel has its neighbor cells, a cell has its corresponding neighbor blocks. We 
use the similar approach in calculation of cell orientation to compute the weights for bins (see 
figure 3.5). 
 
Figure 3.5: Local histogram calculation with 2*2 blocks 
3.3.2.3 SHELO Composition 
 





normalized to the unit and then the normalized histograms are conjuncted together to form a 
SHELO descriptor.  
3.3.2.4 Square Root Normalization 
 
The purpose of square root normalization is to avoid the calculated distances to be biased 
by large differences in a few dimensions of features. The idea of Hellinger kernel [28] is used here. 
By squaring root of each element of a SHELO feature, we can reduce part of penalties brought 
about by a few dimensions. The final features after this normalization are so-called RST-SHELO. 
3.3.3 Dimensionality Reduction and Group Comparison 
 
RST-SHELO features perform pretty well in representing fossil images in our database. 
However, the size for these feature vectors, which is 1296, are too large for our usage. In order to 
keep both correctness and efficiency of group comparisons in next step, we use principal 
component analysis [27] (PCA) to reduce the dimension of RST-SHELO descriptors. By setting 
the threshold to 80%, we are able to reduce the size of feature vectors from 1296 and 206. We call 
this descriptors after PCA iRST-SHELO. 
All iRST-SHELO features for images in the image data set are generated offline and stored 
in the database for our website. The searching function in IPKB system requires the returned results 
to be a list of genus information, however, as we mentioned previously, most genera in our 
database owns multiple fossil images which show the appearances of fossils from different angles. 
Also, we allow the users to upload more than one images as query information. Therefore, we need 
to find a way to compare the similarities between groups of images. In many situations, entries in 
a group are pretty similar to each other, but not for our cases. For instance, Figure 3.6 shows two 
fossil images belong to the same genus in Part L. They looks totally different from each other 






Figure 3.6: Two fossil images for the same genus 
Considering the situation above, we can define the group distance. Groups in our image data 
set are actually sets of images for all genera. Distance between two groups in our application stands 
for the distance between the two closest entries from these two groups, with an entry from the first 
group and the other entry from the second group. We use a modified version of Heuristic Group 
Linkage Measure [29] for the distance calculation. The distance between two groups in our image 
data set can be computed using: 
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝐺<, 𝐺. = min 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 𝐼<:, 𝐼. , 
𝐼<:, 𝐼. ∈ 𝐺<×𝐺. . 
where G1 and G2 are two different groups, I stands for an image belongs to a group. The set of 
query images is considered as a query group, which is compared with groups of genera. The 
distance between two images are calculated using Euclidean distances between their iRST-SHELO 
descriptors. 
3.4 Text-Image based Search 
 
Textual ontology based search gives out results based on morphological descriptions of 
certain regions of fossils. Using this results together with the iRST-SHELO features extracted in 





efficiency which cannot be obtained at the same time in either pure textual ontology or pure image 
based search. The final list of results should be ranked based on information from both text and 
images. In this step, we generate a PTFIDF features using textual ontology information, and design 
an approach to integrate PTFIDF features and iRST-SHELO features together.  
3.4.1 PTFIDF 
 
Parallel TFIDF, or PTFIDF, is a modified version of classical TFIDF. TFIDF is a weighting 
technique based on term frequency and document frequency. Term frequency for a term in a 
document stands for the number of times this term appearing in this document. Document 
frequency for a term is the number of documents containing this specific term. Let 𝑡𝑓h,l	be the term 
frequency for term t and document d, 𝑑𝑓h	be the document frequency for term t, N be the total 
number of documents, then the TFIDF weighting for term t in document d can be calculated using: 




For a document d, it can be represented using a vector as follows: 
𝑤l = (𝑤<,l, 	𝑤.,l, … , 𝑤,l) 
In the above formula, V is the number of unique terms in the corpus. Each document in a 
corpus as well as query documents can be represented by such a feature vector, thus the cosine 
similarity scores can be computed to evaluate the similarities and decide the final ranking of 
retrieval results. The cosine similarity between a query document and a document in the corpus 
can be calculated as follows: 
 
In the corpus of textual ontology information, for each genus, we have several property-
description pairs. They can be assigned to four categories: shell-based, ventral-based, dorsal based 





be represented using four different TFIDF feature vectors. We call this category-based TFIDF 
features PTFIDF, which means parallel TFIDF. The similarity scores calculated based on PTFIDF 
are used to be fused with iRST-SHELO features in the next stage. 
3.4.2 Integration of Textual Ontology and Visual Features 
 
Based on PTFIDF and iRST-SHELO features generated previously, we re-rank the results 
returned by textual ontology based search by combining them together. The proposed approach to 
decide the similarities between the query input and a genus in the corpus is as follows: 
• First, calculate the Centroid of four PTFIDF features for both the query input and the 
genus, we get two feature vectors q and g. 
• Second, compute the cosine similarity S between vectors q and g. 
• Third, calculate the group distance D between the query image set and the image set 
of the genus. 
• Fourth, the final similarity score is decided using: 
𝑆^ = 𝑆 + 𝛼
1
1 + ln	(𝐷 + 1) 
Since D is always no less than zero, we can constraint the second part of right side of this 
formula to be always no large than	𝛼. 𝛼	is the parameter for balancing the weight between PTFIDF 












Chapter 4. Experimental Results and Analysis  
 
In chapter 3 we talked about the approach used in content-based search function. Details of 
textual ontology based search, image based search and text-image based search were discussed 
separately. In this chapter, we will show some experimental results we generated among designing 
and implementing these functions, and prove that the content-based search did integrate 
information from both textual ontologies and images, thus overcome limitations in the old IPKB 
system. 
4.1 Textual Ontology based Search 
 
In this section, we will do two experiment. In the first experiment, we use the textual 
ontology similarity scores to compare the differences between genera. Through this experiment, 
we are able to demonstrate the availability and rationality of this scoring mechanism. Then in the 
second experiment, we gave out some results of queries using purely textual ontology based search 
without any help from image information. 
4.1.1 Experimental Settings 
 
Our current textual ontology framework is constructed upon genera data from Part H of the 
Treatise. There are totally 3829 genera which containing more than 29000 sentences of 
morphological descriptions and these sentences are used to build the textual ontology’s region 
name-description pairs. We write a Java program to convert unstructured morphological 
descriptions for each genus to textual ontology based region name-description pairs, and store 
them in JSON format for the future usage.  
The web interface for users to input textual ontology based queries is as in Figure 4.1. We 







Figure 4.1: Web interface for textual ontology based search 
4.1.2 Scoring Mechanism Demonstration 
 
In order to demonstrate the availability and correctness of textual ontology based scoring 
mechanism, in this experiment, we choose to compare the differences between genera in our corpus 
rather than differences between queries and genera. We choose four genera: Lingula, Barroisella, 
Semilingula and Credolingula from Part H of the Treatise as our samples. The fossil images for 
each genus are shown in Figure 4.2. 
 





Observing the appearances of these fossils, we can easily identify that genus Lingula and 
Semilingula are most similar to each other. Semilingula also looks similar to Lingula, but not that 
much as Semilingula. Credolingula looks quite different from each other. Now we calculate 
similarities between Lingula and other three genera, then the results are shown in Figure 4.3: 
 
Figure 4.3: Similarities between genera 
Similarity scores in Figure 4.3 demonstrate our observation on Figure 4.2, which shows the 
availability and correctness of the scoring mechanism we adopt in textual ontology based search. 
4.1.3 Textual Ontology based Search Results 
 
After demonstrating the scoring mechanism, we compare the results of textual ontology 
based search with the advanced search function to show the benefit of the new approach. However, 
because of the limitation of space, we only show results for one query input. In this experiment, 
we use “small and rounded to subtriangular shell” as the query for advanced search function, and 
“shell”- “small and rounded to subtriangular” as the query for textual ontology based search 
function. We do not compare textual ontology based search and quick search because quick search 
does not allow users to input query terms other than taxon names.  
Given the query input above, the advance search returns 100 results in total and 10 results 
on each web page. The top 2 genera results on the first page can be seen in Figure 4.4. By observing 
these two genera, we can find terms like “shell”, “subtriangular” and “rounded” occurs multiple 
times in their morphological descriptions. However, the results are not expected by the user. In the 
description of Longipegma, the “subtriangular” is actually used to describe structure detail of the 






Figure 4.4: Top 2 results of advanced search using “small and rounded to subtriangular shell” 
Using the same query information in textual ontology based search, 59 results are returned 
in total. Figure 4.5 shows the top 3 results of this searching. We can see that in the first three 
searching results, “small”, “rounded” and “subtriangular” are all used to describe the “shell” rather 
than regions in “dorsal” or “ventral” view. Morphological descriptions are correctly linked to their 
corresponding region names, as indicated in Figure 4.5. Obviously, the textual ontology search 
shows more advantages on meeting users’ intension than in such kinds of situation than the original 






Figure 4.5: Top 3 results of ontology search using “shell”-“small and rounded to subtriangular” 
4.2 Image based Search
 
As we mentioned previously, users of the IPKB system usually cannot describe a fossil with 





sketches can help to improve the search results. In this section we will firstly show several image 
retrieval results using both photos and hand drawn sketches. The features used for comparison are 








Figure 4.6: Image retrieval results using hand drawn sketches as queries 





group, the query image is located at the up left corner. The other 9 images in each group are ranked 
based their similarities to the query sketch. When query images are photos, iRST-SHELO features 
and Euclidean distances still work very well in our cases (see Figure 4.7). The photo at the up left 












The results shown in Figure 4.6 and 4.7 demonstrate that iRST-SHELO features provide an 
effective and efficient way to represent images and also rank them. In this experiment we only use 
one query image each time, however, we look for similar items by going through all fossil images 
(18822 images in total) in our image data set. In real content-based search page, we actually do 
not compare the query image with all images since we use textual ontology based search first to 
narrow down the search scope for next step. 
4.3 Text-Image based Search
 
Before text-image based search, as we discussed above, we first use textual ontology based 
approach to reduce the number of returned results. Upon these results, we use approaches presented 
in chapter 3 to execute text-image based search. 
4.3.1 Experimental Settings 
 
In order to facilitate text-image based search combining textual ontology and image 
information together, several tables for PTFIDF features and an iRST-SHELO table are built 
offline in our database. PTFIDF features are stored in four tables:  
• Table ontology_weights: stores term frequency weights in category for each genera, 
there are totally 3829 entries in this table, which is exactly the number of genera used 
for textual ontology construction. 
• Table shell_df: stores document frequencies of terms in morphological descriptions 
which directly describing the shell. There are 993 entries in this table, which means 
there are 993 unique terms used for such a kind of description (stop words 
eliminated). 
• Table dorsal_df, ventral_df and other_df: stores document frequencies of terms in 
morphological descriptions on dorsal regions or sub-regions (1339 entries), ventral 





Figure 4.8 shows structures of these tables. Figure 4.8(a) shows details of ontology_weights 
with some examples. Noticing the term-value pair stored the SHELL, VENTRAL, DORSAL and 
OTHERS attributes. The value is calculated by dividing the TFIDF weighting by the length of 










Except for the above four tables which stores PTFIDF features, there is another important 
table called irstshelo_features which stores iRST-SHELO features of all images in the 
preprocessed image data set. There are 18822 entries in this table and its structure can be seen in 
Figure 4.9. The length for an iRST-SHELO feature is 206 thus there are 206 numbers saved in the 
attribute FEATURES in the table. 
 
Figure 4.9: Structure of table irstshelo_features. 
The value of α in the integration formula is set to 1.2 in our experiment. It can be set to other 
values to balance the weight between textual ontology information and image information.  
4.3.2 Results and Analysis 
 
In this experiment, we allow users to input textual ontology descriptions as well as uploading 
an image as the queries. We still type in “shell” and “small and rounded to subtriangular” as a 
textual ontology pair, in addition, we upload a photo of a fossil as in Figure 4.10. 
 
Figure 4.10: The query Image 





of textual ontology based search and text-image based search using the same queries as stated 
above. Figure 4.11 shows the results of text-image based search. Textual ontology information is 
still reflected by the top three results. Moreover, in the first and third genus on the list, we found 
images of fossils which are pretty similar to the query image.  
 





Notice the first genus Psilothyris in the list in Figure 4.11. Where will it be when we execute 
pure textual ontology based search? The answer is in Figure 4.12. Psilothyris is ranked at the last 
position of the first page, which is far away from the first genus in Figure 4.5. 
 
Figure 4.12: The last two results on the first page in textual ontology based search 
4.3.3 Summary 
 
The quick search and advanced search are designed only to compare term similarities 
between certain attributes such as taxon name, morphological description, time period, etc. In 
many cases in cannot meet users’ requirement. The first experiment which comparing the results 
of advance search and textual ontology based search demonstrate this statement. From the 





information can help us locate genera with specific morphological properties on certain regions. 
However, when the user cannot give out correct and rich enough textual ontology information, the 
searching may be confusing. 
In the final experiment, we use both textual ontology information extracted from genera 
descriptions and visual features generated by fossil images. Both of these two features are reflected 
dramatically in the search results. On top of that, with the help of images, users don’t need to input 
lengthy and complicated technical terms to describe the appearance of a fossil. Therefore, the user 























Chapter 5. Conclusion and Future Work 
 
Invertebrate Paleontology Knowledgebase (IPKB) is a digital library constructed for the 
Treatise of Invertebrate Paleontology. It does not only provide a way for users to browse genera 
records and upper layer taxa records, but also allow users to input keywords to search for certain 
genera. In the old IPKB system, there are only genera records extracted from Part H of the Treatise. 
In order to enlarge the range of genera for searching and browsing, we extract and parse text and 
image data from Part B, Part L and Part O thus enlarge the size of IPKB’s database. Text and 
images from different parts of the Treatise may have different attributes, although these differences 
are not large enough to be paid much attention, we still make some trivial modifications on 
previous approach to parse data.  
Two different types of search functions: quick search and advanced search are provided by the 
old IPKB system. Results for these two search functions are picked out and ranked based on the 
term occurrences in attributes such as taxon name, morphological description, etc. In many 
situations, this cannot satisfy user requirements. When users want to describe a certain region of 
the fossil, quick search cannot give out reasonable results. In addition, the expected users of IPKB 
system can be non-professional in the paleontology field. He or she may not be able to use correct 
and enough technique terms to describe a fossil, which makes search functions not available for 
these users. 
In order to overcome these challenges during searching and improve user experience to a 
certain extent, we propose a novel search function called content based search. Content based 
search contains three major components: textual ontology based search, which reorganizes 
morphological descriptions into structured textual ontologies; image based search, which uses 
iRST-SHELO features to represent each fossil images and a group comparison approach to 
compare similarities between groups of images; text-image based search, which uses a weighting 





search module. Through experiments, we demonstrate the availability and advantages of the 
textual ontology based search over the previous pure text based search, and also the largely 
increased user experience by integrating visual information to the content based search.  
After adding this novel search function, IPKB system becomes much more powerful and 
intelligent than previous version, however, there are still a lot of work to be done to complete this 
digital library system. First, the database is not complete thus we only import fossil data from Part 
B, Part H, Part L and Part O. Second, the visual features can be integrated with search functions 
not limited to only textual ontology based search. Third, there still a large portion of the web 
interface to be improved. Although IPKB system is not perfect and complete at this time, the 
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